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organic plant soap - handmade  
 
 
 
 
 
 
     

  „Mountain herbs“ 

High quality, caring soap block 260 gr. made with care in a special edition - handmade.  INCI: ELAEIS GUINEENSIS OIL*, AQUA, COCOS NUCIFERA OIL*, HELIANTHUS ANNUUS SEED OIL, SODIUM HYDROXIDE, BRASSICA CAMPESTRIS SEED OIL, PRUNUS AMYGDALUS DULCIS OIL, RICINUS COMMUNIS SEED OIL, CITRAL, CYMBOPOGON FLEXUOSUS OIL, LITSEA CUBEBA FRUIT OIL, CINNAMOMUM ZEYLANICUM BARK POWDER, POGOSTEMON CABLIN LEAF OIL, ANIBA ROSAEODORA WOOD OIL, PARFÜM (100% PURE ESSENTIAL OILS) - allergenic in essential scent blend: LINALOOL, LIMONENE, GERANIOL, CI 77007, CI 61570, CI 47005, SODIUM CHLORIDE, SODIUM SULFATE 
The fresh scented mountain herb soap evokes memories of alp herb garden with lavender, 
rosemary, savage and a touch of lemon balm. A beautiful give away that will guarantee a 
highlight to your bathroom or as a gift. 

The production our nature soaps is carried out ever since the first steps of weighing and mixing 
the organic raw materials up to the final wrapping exclusively by hand. This process of doing 
everything by hand is clearly visible in each and every single soaps of ours, therefore single 
pieces may differ in optic or cut ... this however does not equal a loss of quality, but on the 
contrary emphasizes their uniqueness of the soaps.    
The selection of high end organic ingredients is carried out in cooperation with fair trade partners 
and as far as possible regional. the biggest part of vegetable fats, oils and butter derives from 
organic cultivation.  
Our JUST PURE Soap blocks are made with lots of care in the traditional cold soaping process 
from stock. this means, that no finished raw soap flakes are used. Through this unique 
manufacturing process our 260 gr soap block have extraordinary caring, cleansing and 
regenerating properties, and therefore are also recommendable for facial use.    
   


